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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The second quarter of the nineteenth century produced
in the State of Massachusetts a few men who were to have a
profound effect on the education of the youth of the state
and eventually of the United States*
was Cyrus Peirce*
ing figures:

Not least among these

Much has been written of the other lead¬

Horace Mann, James 0* Carter, Edmond Dwight,

and other members of the first Board of Education In the
State of Massachusetts#

This work will be devoted to Cyrus

Peirce, teacher in the public schools and private schools
for fifty years and rtteacher of teachers” for eight years#
To understand his work and appreciate it, it is necesoary
to bear in mind the times and circumstances under which he
worked*
The Decline of Education — Prom the last quarter of
the eighteenth century to the first quarter of the nine¬
teenth century, education had declined In the State of
Massachusetts*

Contrary to the enacting laws of the found¬

ing fathers, which provided for the support of grammar
schools In towns of one hundred families, tho common school
had almost disappeared from the scene*

The increasing

growth of privately endowed academies? their support by
the state In the form of land grants; the appearance of
”Gent Schools”, and the general apathy of the State Legis¬
lature and the public had all but dealt a death blow to
the free schools established during the colonizing period

•*
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—

in the Commonwealth*
Leaderless Chaos — During these fifty years there was
no atate school officer of any kind*

Massachusetts had pro¬

duced not a single leader of marked importance in the field
of public education*

Therefore this system of free public

schools in the Commonwealth which consisted of poorly oper¬
ated and poorly taught district schools was in a chaotic
condition*

Concerted effort to bring about an improvement

was almost impossible*
The Common School Revival — In 1825 James 0* Carter#
a graduate of Harvard, published pamphlets and a series of
newspaper articles acquainting the public with the appalling
conditions of the common schools*

He attacked the prevail¬

ing conditions and urged the State Legislature to enforce
the old laws and to enact new ones which would Introduce a
constructive policy toward public education*
started a period of agitation in the State*
Common School Revival*

His efforts
This was the

Educational leaders In Increasing

numbers joined this movement*
These leading figures consisted of educators who have
since become Immortal in the History of iMucatlon*

The

most conspicuous and best known was undoubtedly Horace
Mann*

It was this man who led the revival to a successful

Completion*
The Unsung Heroes — The foregoing description repre¬
sented the condition of education in the State of Maosa-

4
ohusetts from the last quarter of the eighteenth century
until 1850, at which time Messers* Carter, Mann, ot al,
found their dreams becoming a reality*
state shall ever be indebted*
accomplish all this*

To these men the

But a mere handful did not

These leaders mentioned above are

the stars in the drama*

The supporting oast contains

many unsung heroes, who through their prodigious efforts
and untiring devotion to teaching duties did much to
further the growth of education in the state*

Cyrus

Peirce was one of these*
The Role of Cyrus Peirce — During the early part
of the nineteenth century, when as we have seen, the
cause of education hung In the balance.

Gyrus Peirce

began his teaching duties in Nantucket*

For the suc¬

ceeding four decades he played an inconspicuous but
important part in the educational history of that
century*

t
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CHAPTER II
THE EARLY LIFE AND EDUCATION OF CYRUS PEIRCE

CHAPTER II
THIS EARLY LIFE AND EDUCATION OF CYRUS PEIRCE
Cyrus Peirce was bom August 15, 1790, In the town of
Waltham, Massachusetts*

He was the youngest of twelve chil¬

dren and, as such, at an early age was inculcated with the
principle of give and take*

His early years were spent on

the farm maintained by his parents*

Hero he had to do hla

share of chores and partake of the life of a farm boy of
that period*

His rearing in a well-ordered family under

the stern parental discipline molded a strong character who
for the rest of his life lived by the teachings of his
parents*

"Do good and be good,"

"Live to the truth"*

The District School — At an early age he was sent with
his brothers and sisters to the district school*
tary schools were in a deplorable condition*

The elemen¬

Thus Peirce,

along with the rest of his generation, was poorly taught*
Pupils of the district schools possessed few school books
and attended school under lamentable housing conditions**
The effect of these early school years may have given some
direction to his course in life, for he was said to have
remarked that when he was a man he would "keep school" as
It should be kept*

Even this depressing atmosphere could

not repress young Peirce's love of knowledge and fondness
for study*
College Preparation —

Since Peirce had displayed such

a fondness for study, his education was continued at Framr

(l) Burton, W*» The District School As It Has. Chapter
XXII

7
Ingham Academy#

His parents had decided that their young¬

est son was worthy of a college education#

It is not

exactly known what subjects ho pursued in his college
preparation course#

Ho doubt the curriculum followed the

narrow classical lines of most Academies of that day#
Peirce did not finish his preparatory training at Framing¬
ham#

He became a pupil of the Reverend Dr# Steams of

Lincoln* a noted scholar of the day#
A Student at Harvard —

He finished his tutoring with

Dr# Steams and at the age of sixteen he entered Harvard
College#

The following comment by a follow student at

Harvard gives us an accurate pioture of Peirce as a soholari
"The uniform success of Cyrus Peirce, in whatever he un¬
dertook was owing to his fidelity and per severance# Ho one
could have been more faithful, patient, persevering, than he
was# Whatever the subject of study might be, his mind took
hold of it with a tenacious grasp, and never let go, until
he had reached a satisfactory result#
In this particular,
I have never known his enual# The action of his intellect
was rather slow, but ho investigated thoroughly and reasoned
soundly# I therefore always consider his statement of facts
unquestionably true; and his opinions as entitled to special
regard# His very studious as well as reserved habits, kept
him much of the time in the room# At recitations, from
which he was never absent, no one gave better evidence of a
faithful attention to exercises, in whatever department they
might be# He always showed, when *taken up1 that he had fgot
his lesson1• Yet, owing to his great modesty, his slow ut¬
terance, his entire lack of the faculty of *showing off1, he
did not pass for half his real worth as a scholar# He was
thorough in whatever he undertook# He was inmii3itive and
candid# The exact truth was his object; and he oatlently
removed every obstacle in the way of his attaining what he
sought#”2

(2) Hay, Samuel J#, "Memoir of Cyrus Peirce", The Amer¬
ican Journal of Education# XI (December, 1857)
pp# 275-308#

■
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student and Teacher — In 1810 he completed his course
at Harvard*

The last three years were* spent not only In pur¬

suit of college studies but also as a teacher In a district
school*

It was during the long vacations, which then came

In the winter time, that he taught at West Newton*

The teach¬

ing duties were probably undertaken to help defray the cost
of his education*

They did not constitute an apprenticeship

for future work because at this particular time Peirce did
not plan the career of a teacher*

Rather, he had his heart

set on another profession*
His Preparation for the Ministry — Upon graduating
from Harvard ho was called to teach in a private school on
Nantucket Island*

He remained there for two years*

But

Peirce had decided to dodioate his life to his Creator, and
so in 1812 he began his theological studios at the seminary
in Cambridge*

vIth the same application he had shown as an

undergraduate he prepared for the Christian Ministry*

He

graduated from the Harvard Divinity School in 1815 and was
ordained a minister of the Unitarian Church*
This was the extent of Cyrus Peirce’s formal education,
but not the end of his education*
true Interests of his time*

He was alive to all the

Like more of his famous contem¬

poraries he became an ardent follower of phrenology.

nThe

book to which I owe the most,” he said, ”Is that Incomparable
work of Oeorge Combe,

’On the Constitution of Kanf*

It was

to me a moat suggestive book and I regard it as the best
treatise on education and the philosophy of man which I ever

met with*"*

H© was constantly soaking the truth and Identi¬

fying himself closoly with one of the maxima he was given to
repeating# namely s

"Live to the truth”•

(5) Ulnadale, B. A.# Horace Mann# p« 155
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CHAPTER III
PRIVATE SCHOOL TEACHER AHD ADMINISTRATOR
As has already been stated, Mr* Peirce was called to
Nantucket in 1810 by an association of gentlemen to teach
In a private school*

He conducted this school for two years*

During this short time he endeared himself to the island In¬
habitants by the work he did*

The schools, previous to his

arrival, were noted for neither good order
attainment*

not scholarly

Mr* Peirce proved that it was possible to estab¬

lish good order, insist and obtain regular and punctual at¬
tendance*
After his ordination to the Unitarian Ministry he an¬
swered the plea of the same association to return to the
island*

The latter group had failed to find anyone with the

ability and skill of Mr* Peirce in the work of teaching*
This second engagement lasted three years*

It was during

this period that he married Harriet Coffin, daughter of one
of the leading families on the island*

She had been one of

his pupils and then an assistant teacher In the school.
Throughout the remainder of their married life she continued
to be his assistant In whatever teaching assignment he un¬
dertook*
A Ministerial Assignment — Once again he felt the call
of the ministry and In 1815 he left Nantucket to become pas¬
tor of the Unitarian Church In North Reading, Massachusetts*
For eight years he carried on his parochial duties.

Even

during this period In his life he continued to be interested

12

in education*

He accepted the post of supervisor of the

district school.

This was his first formal connection with

any free school*

Finally* in 1826, he decided that his in¬

terest in education was too strong.

He thought that the

profession of teacher would be for him a more congenial one
than that of minister*
The Private School at North Andover — Although he
could have returned to Nantucket, he opened a private school
in North Andover in partnership with Mr* Simeon Putnam*
relationship was not a happy one*

The

Mr* Putnam was content to

oonduot a school by the old method of resorting to harsh cor¬
poral punishment*

Mr. Peirce was then a strong advocate of

the new doctrine of school government*

He had adopted the

method of enforcing discipline by moral persuasion*

This

method he continued to use to the end of his teaching career*
Conaeouently his association with Mr* Putnam was strain¬
ed, and after four years the North Andover experiment was
abandoned*

He was probably influenced in his decision by

«

hi3 friends in Nantucket*

Appreciative of his former work

among them, they had continued to appeal to him to return to
the island and once again teach school there*
A New Private School — So in 1832 he opened a private
school on Nantuoket Island*

Tho notice of the opening ap¬

peared in the Nantuoket Inquirer*
"Mr* Pelroo hopes to make the school worthy of patron¬
age, where male and fdmale may receive a thorough iSnglish

13
Education*

Boys will bo prepared for college.

French,

Spanish, Algebra, Bookkeeping, Navigation, Surveying.
Also Gymnastic and calisthenic Department.
ceived.

All ages re¬

Tuition $10. per quarter.

He made the school worthy of patronage#

It was not

long before he had to aoquire larger quarters and hire
more assistants.

As the number of applicants Increased

and his fame as a teacher became more firmly established,
his school grew to be the largest and moot prosperous*
While the quarterly fee Increased to the princely sum of
twenty-five dollars, other schools were charging within a
range of three dollars per quarter to five dollars a quar¬
ter.
»>

The Curriculum — The only extant records which give
any idea of the subjects offered in the private academy are
the advertisements inserted in the Nantucket Inquirer.

Sub-

seouent notices to the one mentioned above list, in addition
to the subjects cited there, Latin and Greek.

In one notice

he mentions that "lessons In Music will be provided at extra
hours.

This may be attended with some additional charge".
«

Able Assistants — Mr. Peirce was most solicitous in
his choice of assistant teachers.

Bather than have an in¬

competent ono he would do all the teaching himself#

All his

assistants were former pupils and, being trained by the raas-

(l) Nantucket Inquirer. January 11, 1832#
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ter himself, were moat able*

His first noteworthy ohoioe

was his* wife, and her aid was invaluable even when he was
Principal of the Normal School*
To mention all the pupils and assistant teachers in Mr*
Peirce*s school, and their accomplishments in education,
would of Itself constitute a book*

But there were two

trained by him that are outstanding examples of his acute**
ness In recognising true ability*

These are Marla Mitchell

and Mary Swift, both Nantucket girls*
astronomer of world wide fame*
astronomy at Vaasar College*

The former became an

She was the first teacher of
The latter, after studying unw

der Mr* Peirce in Nantucket and Lexington, became a teacher
in the Perkins Institution for the Blind in Boston*
work among blind deaf-mutes was notable*

Her

It was she who

inspired Helen Keller, one of the most famous of all deafmutes, to talk*2
An Advocate of New School Government — It Is interest¬
ing to note that not once during his third engagement as a
private school teacher on the Island did Mr* Peirce resort
to corporal punishment to secure discipline*
strict disciplinarian*

Yet he was a

At the outset of his teaching career

he used the methods then employed by everyone to secure or¬
der*

As he continued in the profession he began to doubt

the adequacy of suoh methods and by 1826 he had fully re¬
solved to attempt to keep school without the Intervention

(2) Keller,Helen, The Story of My Life* p* 89*
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of blows*

Ho beoame an ardent advocate of this new method

of school government •

In carrying out hia new policy h©

went to the extreme of discarding all external stimuli of
attidy*

This method he never abandoned because in 1857, In .

an address to the association which the first Normal School
had formed he said, "Experience and observation have led me
to doubt very much the wisdom and the propriety of rewards
and punishments*

Hiring children to learn, to be good, or

do anything. Is worse than error, it is abomination*

The

whole system of medals and premiums as a means of education,
at home or In the schoolroom, sanctioned as It Is by the
authorities, is at least a refined abomination"*
This new way of governing a school was successful for
Hr* Peirce*

His school was well known for its good order*

Tardiness and absenteeism wore something to be abhorred,
and he demanded and secured prompt obedience to all rules*
Thus, in his own school he proved that a teacher could gov¬
ern by appealing to hope, conscience and virtue*
Hia Successes as a Teacher — Peircefo fame as a teacher,
however, must be attributed, not so much to his success as a
disciplinarian, but to higher qualities*

He never required

of his pupils that they accomplish what was beyond their
powers*

But he insisted that they be excellent in whatever

they undertook to do*

He was determined that the pupils who

were sent to him would be returned to their parents in an

(3) Starbuck, Alexander, "First Normal School in America”*
The Proceedings of the Nantucket Historical
Association* (July 21, 1909) pp* 41-57*

16 Improved state*

They were in his school to acquire knowledge,

to form good habits, and these they would acquire*

Thorough¬

ness, exactness, fidelity in all things. Intelligence in
every exercise, and an exalted tone of moral sentiments were
the admirable characteristics which were acknowledged to be
conspicuous in Mr* Peirce’s school*
The Nantucket Inoulrer issue of August 17, 1833, in re¬
porting on a quarterly examination at Mr* Peirce’s school,
gives some indication of how highly he was regarded?
"...For all those qualifications which constitute the
successful instructor of youth, for patient devotion to the
cause of learning, for untiring perseverance in his arduous
vocation, and for a certain felicitous aptitude in the con¬
veyance of elementary knowledge to the expanding mind, we
know of no eoual, certainly of no superior, to the principal
of this excellent school*

We have reason to be proud that
*

our island possessions have, among its many and greatly im¬
proved seminaries, one of such exalted character*

Perhaps

no place in New England, the peculiar home of literature,
can boast of more efficient institution for juvenile educa¬
tion*”
The Comments of Pupil3 — The pupils of Peirce have left
comments that are Invaluable in judging the influence he had
on them*
,

■,

*

”1 shall always look back to the time spent in Mr*
Peirce’s school, as one of the best and happiest periods in
my life*

He inspired me with new views, new motives, and a

- 17 new thirst for knowledge} In short he opened an almost new
terrestrial world to me? and over and above all, he was the
one who awoke in my mind a deep Interest in religion#

Exact,

cheerful obedience to all the laws of God, he made to appear
a moat reasonable service#

My understanding was convinced,

my feelings enlisted, and by judicious management and care¬
ful nurture, he led onward and upward, until I sincerely
think, I obtained through his ministration, 9 that hope which
is an anchor to the soul, based upon the rock of ages9#

I

shall, therefore, always love and respect Cyrus Peirce as my
spiritual guide and father#tt
**It is twenth-three years since I was one of Mr# Peirce9s
pupils, in Nantucket#

His name has ever been, and ever will

be, fragrant in my recollection#

His was the first school

that I really loved to attend? and he was the first teacher
for whom I felt a positive affection*##Mr# Peiroe was emi¬
nently successful in discovering whether a pupil comprehended
what he was endeavoring to learn, or the language of the les¬
son he was reciting#

Under his method of teaching, I first

began to understand what I was about at school#

He would not

allow us to conceal our ignorance, or seem to know what we
did not#

He would probe U3 through and through, and expose

our superficlalnoss#

Becatise I began to understand my text¬

books, I began to feel love of learning for its own sake#
I had been to school all ray days before? but it had been, un¬
til then, a mechanical work to me#

I can distinctly recollect

this blessed change In ray mental condition#

It was a new

18
birth*
upon me.

A dispensation of intellectual and moral life came
Mr* Peirce seemed to me to see through a boy* to

reaoh his thoughts* to devine his motives.

No one could

deoelve him; and it always seemed exceedingly foolish* as
well as mean* to attempt to deceive him* because he was so
evidently the best friend of us all.

I can see him now*

moving rapidly but without noise about the sohool-room* al¬
ways alive to the highest good of every onej quickening our
pulse* every time he approached us* by some word of encour¬
agement* Inspiring us with the determination necessary to
attain the object at which he pointed.
Mr. Peirce was very skillful in discovering the mental
•

s

aptitudes of his pupils and drawing him out in the direc¬
tion in which he was most likely to attain excellence; thus
exhibiting a boy*s powers to himself* making him conscious
of the ability to be somebody* and do something.”

(4) Kay, Samuel J. * "Memoir of Cyrus Peirce”, American
Journal of Education. XI (December* 1857)
ppY
-
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CHAPTER IV
THE ROLE CYRUS PEIRCE PLAYED IN
THE SCHOOLS OP NANTUCKET
In order to understand and appreciate Peirce and his
work as a teacher it will be necessary to consider Nantucket
Town where most of his teaching years were spent.
The Hub of the Whaling Industry — Nantucket in the
first half of the nineteenth century was one of the wealthi¬
est towns in the state by virtue of the fact that It was the
center of the whaling industry.

Situated thirty miles from

the nearest coastline of North America, its Inhabitants were
more familiar with the foreign ports of Europe and the farflung waters of the Pacific than they were with the American
mainland.
Failure of Free Education — Despite the fact that this
town of ten thousand Inhabitants was well able to afford a
system of common schools, there were none when Mr. Peirce
arrived on the island.

In 1716 the settlors of Nantucket,

then known as Sherbom town, decided to support a public
school.

The effort was short-lived*

Again, in 1818, the

Town records reveal an appropriation of one thousand dollars
for the support of free schools.
first attempt, was abandoned.

This experiment, like the

Thus it was to be almost

another decade before the town was to venture into the field
of free education.

This despite the fact that the laws of

the Commonwealth provided for such schools in a town of
this size.

81 JSxoellent Private Schools -- This does not mean that the
community was without schools.

Indeed, there were good schools

but they were of a private nature.

The Society of Friends

who controlled the Island operated a system of schools for
the Young Quakers*

Dame Schools, together with many private

academies, abounded*

Mr* Pelrce^s private school flourished,

instructing the youth of the island in the advanced subjects
such as language and navigation*

All this was to be changed

when the Hantucketers were to be shaken out of their lethargy
by the militant action of one man*
A Champion of Public Schools — Samuel Haynes Jenks,
brother-in-law of Mr* Peirce and a native of Boston, came to
the island in 1819 to become publisher and editor of the
"Nantucket Inquirer"*

Appalled at the lack of a public

school system, he immediately became chief proponent for the
establishment of free schools*

Through the columns of his

paper he inaugurated a campaign to arouse the people to a
realization of the plight of the children whose parents
could not afford the fee for private tutoring*
Immediately factions developed in the community*

A

large segment of the populace aligned itself with the Qua¬
kers, Jenks* most powerful opponents*

The opposition of the

Quakers was baaed on religious issues rather than pecuniary
/

reasons*

They were maintaining their own schools and they

could not in all fairness see why they should be further
taxed to support schools which would bring the young of the
Soolety in contact with "worldliness"*

22
But the aforementioned opposition reckoned without th©
redoubtable Mr* Jenks*

Firm in his convictions, he brought

suit against the town for "gross violation of th© statute
of the Commonwealth which provided for the establishment of
a public school system**

Thus the threat of a suit forced
• i

the town into action and it half-heartedly provided for three
public sohools which continued in a desultory fashion for
several years*
The Coffin School — In 1826, Sir Isaac Coffin, Admiral
of the British Navy, visited Nantucket the home of his ances*

tors*

In the course of a conversation with Mr* Jenks, he

mentioned that he would like to set up a monument to his
Coffin ancestors*

Through the efforts of Mr* Jenks, that

monument materialized into the Coffin School*
This school, modeled on the Lancastrian idea, was a
free school open to those who had descended from the first
Coffin to settle on the Island*

Now Samuel Jenks had a

means to two endsj he had a free school on the Island, and
he had the means of shaming the town into sponsoring one of
t

its own*
Sir Isaacs action resulted In immediate action on the
*

part of the town*

An appropriation of two thousand five

hundred dollars was made toward the organization of free
sohools and their support*
two sohools were opened*

Accordingly, on June 4, 1827,
One of these schools was under the

direction of william Mitchell, father of Marla Mitchell and
*.

■*

close friend of Mr* Peirce*

Mr# Pel roe, A Supporter of Free Schools — Thor© Is no
historical evidence to Indicate that Mr* Peirce played any
role In this controversy#

Poire© arrived on the island in

1810; Jenks made his appearance five years later#

No agita-

tion for free schools has been recorded in the intervening
years#

Thus it would appear that Mr# Jenks was the sole

champion of a free school and that Mr# Peirce played no
active role in this matter#
However* there are many reasons which* if examined ob¬
jectively* could be offered as proof that Peirce was as ar¬
dent a champion of the free school as Editor Jenks#

It

seems reasonable to conclude that the fonner# who received
his early education in a district school# was as concerned
as his friend at the lack of such schools on the island# It
could not be said that he was opposed to free education be¬
cause he feared the loss of any remuneration as a teaoher
in a private school#

This argument is negated by his aotlon

some years later* when# at substantial loss he abandoned his
private school to become principal of the first Nantucket
High School#
That he was a supporter of a free school system is
authenticated by his own writings some years later#

In an

address to the inhabitants of Nantucket he stated!
"’Whatever value may be attached to other and higher
seminaries# it is believed# that for nineteen-twentieths of
their education#•#our children# our country must depend
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for a series of years to ©ome on the common Schools (sic)..* *
To these we must look for the chief influences which eduoation may have in promoting public virtue, in maintaining
peace and tranquility and in perpetuating our republican in¬
stitutions and civil liberty*

Every patriot, every friend

of virtue and well regulated society must, therefore, be the
friend of education and the system of free schools*
Organizer of the Sohool Systems — Although the early
records do not mention the educator as having Identified
himself with the free sohool movement on the island, it was
to Mr* Peirce that the authorities appealed when they estab¬
lished their schools*

It was mainly through his efforts that

the schools were arranged in proper order of classification*
Primary, Intermediate, Grammar constituted the series and it
was completed in 1837 with a High School*

(l) Peirce* dvrua* An Address to the Inhabitants of
Nantucket on Education and Free Schools* p* 3

. /
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CHAPTER V
A LEADING SPIRIT IN EDUCATION
As long as Mr* p©iro© was a resident of Nantuoket he
was alive to all the true Interests of the community*

In

all the educational movements on the island we find hlta
among the leaders*
The Establishment of the Board of Education In Massachu¬
setts — In September, 1827, by State Legislation a Board of
Education was created*

One of the first requests of this

Board was that reports were to be made of the condition and
efficiency of the schools*

The Board advised the appointment

of a Committee to investigate and make the reports*

It was

also desired that. In conjunction with the work of a Commit¬
tee, a convention be held*
The Nantuoket Convention — In conformity with this re¬
quest the friends of education on the island assembled in
convention on October 14, 1837*

Although Peirce was then

conducting his private school, he attended the convention
beoause of his interest In public education*

A committee was

appointed to carry out the requests of the Board*

Mr* Peirce

was appointed Secretary and direct©4 to draw up a set of
resolutions*
The principal speaker at the convention was Horace Mann*
Cyrus Peirce was chosen as the only speaker among the Island
folk*

In view of the fact that as yet he had no formal con¬

nection with the Nantuoket Schools, this Is a fair indication
of his standing In the community*

Another factor Is his

appointment to draw up a set of resolutions*
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These resolutions, three of which are listed below, in¬
dicate clearly that Mr, Peirce had foresight and was clearly
thinking along the same lines as Mr. Carter, Horace Mann,
and other leading educators.
The Resolutions
1.

"That the comparatively recent experiments of

Public Schools in this place has exhibited signal proof of
success and that they ought to have the support of every
good citizen.
2.

That there is a lamentable deficiency of well*

qualified Teachers and that this deficiency is not likely
to be reasonably supplied without the establishment of
Honsal Schools to teach Teachers how to teach.
3*

That apparatus and School Libraries are so im¬

portant an auxiliary to the Teacher, that an espeolal appro¬
priation should be annually made according to law for their
proouremant•**
The Nantucket Association — As a result of the Conven¬
tion the Nantucket Association for the Promotion of Education
and the Improvement of Schools was formed.

Mr. Peirce was

elected president and* for a period of a year* guided It suc¬
cessfully.

The Association appointed a Committee of five

whose task would be to address the people of Nantucket and
counsel them on free public schools.

The members of the
4

Committee were Cyrus Peirce* James Mitchell* Henry H. Edes,

rrri

nqulrer. October 21* 1837.
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William Mitchell and william Qoffin»

Mr* Peirce was named

secretary and upon him devolved the task of writing and
delivering the address*
Mr* Peirce*a Ideal of Education — This address is invaluable in giving us a picture of Mr* Peircefs ideal of
education*

In it he fully explains what education is, and

what It should bei
State*

the duty of the parents and that of the

He clearly indicates that education should be more

than the teaohlng of reading, writing and arithmetics

"Kdu/

cation is the development of all man’s powers — physical,
intellectual and moral*

It is the drawing out of them all

in their Just harmony and proportion*

••• It is th© forma-*

tion of character, the discipline of the Intellect, and the
building up of moral principle, and moral power*

Its aim

should be to enable man to know, to do, to enjoy and to be,
all that his Creator Intended that he should know and do,
enjoy and be***
He firmly believed that every good patriot must be a
friend of education and free schools; that provision for
public instruction was the unquestionable duty of every wise
government*

He strongly advocated the teaching of moral

sentimental

"If children are taught but one thing, let it

be their duty* ***If you make them anything, make them good*”
Health was considered of prime importance and, therefore,
!

j

.

he would have introduced into the schools of Nantucket the
subject of Physiology and apparatus for Gymnastic exercises*
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Ha also pleaded for a school library and visible illustration
*

for tho aclontiflo branches to be taught in the schools*
Nor did ho neglect to remind tho parents that the elec¬
tion of a proper School Committee was their duty*

Another

point mentioned was the proper per capita load for tho teach¬
er*

The figure was set at forty-five to fifty pupils per

teacher*

{This may seem to uo to be too great a number but

it was relatively small for that time*)
The means of using external stimuli to study were decried*
"Learning* knowledge* truth* has its own claims and attrac¬
tions* which the child should be taught to regard as superior
to all others"*
The Nantucket People were greatly Influenced by this ad¬
dress*

It was following the publication of this that they
\

t

made every effort to improve the existing public schools and
establish a High School*
Lecturer — The Association which appointed him to make
this address was not the only work of Ifr. Peiroe*

At the

local library* known aa the Nantucket Athenaeum* a aeries of
lectures by leading educators and philosophers* many of whom
were residents of the town* was held*

Mr* Peirce was listed

on many of the programs aa giving lectures, such as "The Art
of Reading" and "Evening Entertainments in Algebra".

In any

educational activity in the 1830*3 we find that this man was
in the foreground*

He gave his time and labors to any associ¬

ation* any social event* that was of an instructive nature*
or Intended to increase appreciation of tho finer things*

>

f
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The State Legislature had in 1837 revised the Statutes
and required every town containing five hundred families
and householders to maintain a high school*
The ISstabllshment of the Nantucket Hl/di School — In
conformity with this law the residents of the town of Nan¬
tucket voted for the establishment of a school to teach the
higher branches of English education, Latin and Greek*
As soon as the Nantucket School Committee had been In¬
structed to oarry out thi3 resolve they turned to Mr* Peirce
for aid*
cipal *

Without hesitation, he accepted the post of prin¬
Here was work that he could do for all the inhabit¬

ants of the island*

The work of establishing and organizing

the Institution began in February, 1838, and in April, 1838,
It went into operation*
A Model of Its Kind — BSr# Peirce was determined to
make It the best of the series that ho had already helped
organize in the community and a model of its kind*

The com¬

ment In the Nantucket Inquirer of June 26, 1839, indicates
that he was successfuls

^The Public High School in this

town • • • Is perhaps one of the most perfect institutions of
its class in New England*

Under the able and thorough tuition

of its devoted Principal, Mr* Peirce, It has aoquired a
reputation which reflects honor upon the community by whom
it is sustained*H
The Curricula — From the Journals of the principal It
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ia apparent that the curricula was elastic and its application left to the Judgment of Mr* Peirce*

In this report of

August* 1838* he states!
"The Branches* which have been principally pursued In
the School are Natural Philosophy* Algebra* Geometry to which
all the Scholars have attended*

Latin* French, Political

Economy* Moral Philosophy, Natural History* Botany and Book¬
keeping* together with Composition* Declamation and Penmaking*
Reading* Spelling* writing* Arithmetic* Geography and J^gllsh
Grammar* have been taken up once or twice a week*"*
Other notes in the Journal indicate that more attention
was given to certain branches at different terms*

If we are

to understand that the only subjects taught in his private
school were those mentioned in his advertisements* then the
currloula of the Public High School was far more comprehen¬
sive*
His Methods of Teaching; — The only record we have of
any method used by Mr* Peirce Is from the aforementioned
journal*

Geography was taught by means of map making on the

blackboard*

The board* slate and oral questioning method

were used in arithmetic, geometry and algebra*

In general

conversation* lecture and reoitation were the mode of teach¬
ing*

A course in experimental lectures with the aid of ap¬

paratus was introduced*

This must have been a series of

lectures in the field of science* accompanied by demonstration*

(1) journal of Cyrus Pelroe * April* 1838 - June, 1839*

33 A Strict Disciplinarian -• Mr. Peiroe used the same
t

*

f

method of school government that he had used In conduct-*
n»

ing his private school.

*

*

He abolished corporal punishment

and kept good order by moral persuasion.

More than once

In hla journal he remarks upon the excellent oonduot in
the school.

On September 4, 1838, the first instance of

complaint against his pupils was noted.

This was directed

towards the boys for throwing stones at a neighboring
building.

In order to correct the condition the Principal

^

.

v

requested an order or regulation for the School Committee
•

*

in regard to the "earliness” of the time at which scholars
may come to school.
%

One of the methods he used in disciplining was to have
the pupils keep their own account of character and lessons.
>

He regarded this practice as decidedly beneficial.
Improvement and Equipment — Hot content with making
the sohool the best of its kind in subject matter and method
of teaching, the principal of the school interested himself
in the physical equipment.
*

Under his guidance and direction the sohools of the
Island were completely renovated.

Improved desks and seats,

t

\

effective ventilation and better housing conditions were
secured.

The best textbooks available were purchased and

8

only well qualified teachers were secured.
The Private Schools Disappear — Because of the excel**
lence of the public sohools under the able administration
of Mr. Peiroe, the private academies began to disappear
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from the scene*

Many of those who had studied under Mr*

Peirce In his private school continued their new rrork In
the high school*

With the student body of the Coffin School

and the numbers now attending the four public schools, it
was no longer profitable to operate a private school*
The True Public School — And so it came about on Nan*
tucket that publlo education, as Mr* Peirce saw it, became
the meeting place for all classes*

They came to enjoy the

common bounty he pleaded for in an address to the parents
of these children*
tt$foy should not the public assume the education of the
♦

child?

***Then every class of citizens, every individual,

would feel a direct and Immediate Interest and concern in
j

the public schools} and these would rise to an elevation of
character which has yet hardly been reached by our best pri¬
vate establishments*

Our children would be educated to¬

gether, without distinction of rank; and this, if it has no
other recommendation, would certainly better comport with
our republican habits and institutions*•••If the children
of the affluent go to one school, and the children of the
•

*

mechanics and the poor to another, will not the tendency be
to keep up a distinction of ranks in society*1,2
There was just one feature of the public schools with
whioh Mr* Peirce did not agree*

The colored children of the

town were not allowed to attend school with the white chil(fib Peirce* Cyrus* Address to the Inhabitants of Nan¬
tucket on Free School and Publlo Education*
p* 20—21*
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dren.

Segregation waa practiced in the community and separ¬

ate schools were provided for the Negro populace.
this practice, Mr. Peirce remonstrated.

Against

He claimed that un¬

til the situation was remedied the schools would not be truly
free and public.

But during his lifetime the situation was

not remedied) the prejudice against color was too strong.
For little more than a year Mr. Feiroe was principal of
the Nantucket High School.

During that short time he was so

successful that the friends of public education were satis¬
fied) more than that, the opposera were silenced*

It was

apparent that the public high school, ably taught and ably
administered as it waa under its first principal, could be
an asset to a community.

The pupils of the sohools became

noted throughout the community and the state for their thor¬
oughness. exactness and fidelity in all things.

Mr. Peirce

insisted on excellence as the mark to which his pupils might
aspire.

He assigned them no task that was not commensurate

with their ability) but whatever they were oapable of doing
must be done perfectly.

”Study enotigh will make a pupil

master of anything he is capable of learning” was one of his
maxims.

”Boys who can study, but will not study, must be

made to study”, was another.
The Visit of Horace Mann — Horace Mann, as secretary of
the Board of Education, made a tour of inspection in the
Commonwealth.

He paid a visit to Nantucket High School.

There he found a school well managed and well taught*

To
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Mr* Mann, the aohool appeared to be his Ideal of a well
operated establishment*

He aalds

"That aohool ia as much superior to schools in general
as a strongly-built, well-equipped, ably managed steamboat,
/

propelled by a powerful engine, within itself competent to
•keep Its head*, let the winds blow and the waves roll as
t

they may, is superior to a ship that must shift its sails
to suit every breeze, and furl them when it storms, and
that is withal unworthy, leaking at many a seam, poorly
manned, and commanded by a captain who does not understand
navigation*1,3

(3) May, Samuel J*, "Memoirs of Gyrus Peirce"• American
Journal of Education, XI, (Peoember, 1857),
p* 875—308*
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THE FIRST NORMAL SCHOOL PRINCIPAL
A Notable Achievement — In the introduction some Indi¬
cations of the public schools in the first twenty-five years
of the eighteenth century was given*

To detail the condi¬

tions and report on the sweeping reforms brought about by
the Common School Revival would be to write a book*

A notable

achievement x?hich has already been mentioned was the creation
of the State Board of Education*

This Board paved the way

for the establishment of normal schools*

According to Hor¬

ace Mann this was our greatest accomplishment of the nine¬
teenth century*
The Establishment of the Normal School — The Maasaohusetts Board of Education* in Its first report to the Legis¬
lature on February 1* 1838* stated that the Education of
teachers was of the very highest importance in connection
with th© Improvement of schools In the state*
A few weeks later Edmund Dwight* a wealthy merchant in
Boston* offered the State Legislature the sum of ten thou¬
sand dollars*

He stipulated that the State was to match

that sum and open a school for teacher training*

The Legis¬

lature appropriated the money by resolve and on the nine¬
teenth of Apr!}* 1838* Governor Everett signed the document
authorising state teacher training*
Th© Massachusetts Board of Muoation* after mature de¬
liberation* decided to open three normal schools in differ¬
ent parts of the State for an experimental term of three
years*

These were to be in Lexington for the northeastern

•
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*

part of the state, Barre for the western part and Plymouth
for the southeastern part*
The Choice for Lexington — As to the selection of
teachers, the Board left the whole matter In the hands of Mr*
Mann*

He was most solicitous about his choioe because the

success of the undertaking depended to a great extent on the
administrators*

In a letter to George Combe, the phrenologist,

he adtaltted that the choice cost him an Incredible amount of
anxiety*1 2

After weighing the relative merits of many teach¬

ers and leading figures of education in the state, he seleoted
three principals*
Mr* Peirce was chosen as the principal of the school at
Lexington*

Mr* Mann said that the teacher from Nantucket

proved to have qualifications far beyond her expectations*
He had been greatly impressed when he first visited Mr. Peircefs
school and for more than a year he had watched the develop¬
ment of the public schools on the island*

When he finally

selected the principal of the Nantucket High Bohool for the
Important post at Lexington, he did so in the firm conviction
that he was the man to guide it successfully*^
It was no easy decision that Mr* Peirce had to make*
He had already established himself in Nantucket where he was
the head of a system of schools working so satisfactorily for
him#

It was a system that he could well be proud of*

(Horace Mann himself commended the system as one of the finest
(1) Mann, Mary, Life and works of Horace Mann, p* 118*
(2) Ibid, p. 114*

40 In tha state in his report.3

But Mr. Pairoe was fully aware

that for the successful future of the Common Schools the
Kortnal School must succeed•

Consequently* feeling that it

was his duty to answer such a summons* he accepted the ap¬
pointment*

Once again he proved his faith in universal free

education*

Just as a little more than a year ago he became

principal of the Nantucket High School at a financial loss*
so now he assumed hi3 duties as principal of the Lexington
Normal School at a salary far smaller than his stipend on
Nantucket Island*
An Overwhelming Burden — So on July 9* 1939* he began
three of the ao3t arduous years of his life*

On the way to

his new appointment he remarked to his wife* ^Harriet* I
would rather die than fail*T1
was greatly impaired*

He did not fail but his health

Peirce carried a great responsibility

here because the overwhelming burden of the experiment was
almost his alone*
the school*
by him*

It was he who organized and administered

All the subjects of the curriculum were taught

He established a model school* acted as demonstra¬

tion teacher and critic of student teaching*
In addition to the above mentioned tasks* he assumed
the duties of a janitor*

Because there was no money allow¬

ed by the State for assistants* it would have been necessary
for the students to pay for such help*

In order not to add

to their expenses* Mr* Peirce allowed himself but four hours
(3) Mann* Horace* Second Annual Report* p* 368*

/
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sleep out of twenty-'four*

He tended fires, swept the walks,

shoveled the snow, and brought enough water from the well
nearby to last during the day*

IShen these tasks were fin¬

ished he prepared for eight hours teaching per day*
A Poor Beginning — In point of numbers the opening of
the Normal School was a disappointment*
sented themselves for examination*

Three students pre¬

The number Increased to

twelve by the end of the first quarter*

During the first

three years of Hr* Peircefs princlpalshlp the student body
never exceeded thirty-three*

In his journal the principal

*

recorded his disappointment in the number of scholars but
noted that most of those attending had made a good beginnlng and he thought they would make good teachers*9
A Petition for Release — In 1840 hia failing health
led him to ask Mr* Mann for a release*

The Legislature was

then debating the continuance of the school and Mann urged
him to stay*

Peirce agreed, saying that he would rather

die than that the experiment should fall through any un¬
faithfulness and inefficiency on his part*

For two more

years he continued in this laborious assignment until April,
1842, when broken in health, he once again begged to be re¬
lieved of his post*
t

"Dear Sir (he wrote to Mann)i

*

You know something of

the circumstances under which I came to Lexington, — the
sacrifices, personal, domestic, and social of me and mine*

(i) Norton, Arthur A*, The First State Normal School
in America* The Journal's of Cyrus Peirce
anil Mary Swift* p» 9*
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which it cost*

I thought at that time that my long exper¬

ience in school teaching might be of some service to the
”New Experiment"#

I came, and if X have done one half of

what you say I have, be satisfied, be satisfied*

We have

/

fought and conquered! the battle fs won 5 the Rubicon is
passed*

An opportunity, to make a fair Experiment (all we

asked) is secured#

I consider it certain now that the Nor-

mal School (a Branch of your Scheme of Education) cannot
fall unless there is something radically defective In itj
and, if so, let it be abandoned*

And now, dear sir, kind

sir, let me go, and have no hard thoughts***Should X stay
much longer I must lay my bones here*”6
/

Retirement from Lexington — Upon receipt of this let¬
ter Mann released him and in August of that year he turned
the sohool over to his successor*

Back to Nantucket he

went with the intention of spending the rest of his life in
retirement*

This was not to be so*

In August, 1B44, he

returned to the Normal Sohool which was more firmly estab¬
lished, larger In student body, and in its new location in
vest Newton*

Competent assistants and better equipment

marked the second term as principal*

This was indeed proof

that his pioneering efforts had not been in vain*

For five

more years he served at Lexington until failing health com¬
pelled him to make a final retirement from the work*
Excellent Commendations — Nr* Peirce has been highly
{6) Ibid, p. 73.
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commended for his work at Lexington#

Many competent critics

have left abundant testimony of his pioneering efforts#

Dr#

Henry Bernard of Connecticut was of the opinion that had it
not been for Cyrus Peirce the cause of the Normal Schools
/

would have failed or would have been postponed for an in¬
definite period#
and papers#

Mr# Mann has left commendations in letters

Samuel 0# Howe# Principal of the Perkins Insti¬

tution for the Blind# and George B# Emerson# first principal
of the first American public high school, gave further evi¬
dence of Mr# Peirce*s remarkable powers as a teacher#

Mr#

Hinsdale# biographer of Horace Mann# gives Mr# Peirce credit
for establishing and giving practical effect to the norm
established for all Normal Schools#

✓

N
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CONCLUSION
It Is hoped that tho story of Cyrus Ieiroe as presented
In the preceding pages gives some indication of his life,
character and work*

Creator stress has been laid upon his

years spent in Hantnckat because that part of his life has
been overlooked*

It was in Nantucket that hia force as a

teacher was established*

The Island people were the first to

recognise the true worth of the man*

From the time of his

first teaching assignment in 1810 they were cognizant of the
fact that he was a teacher of rare ability*
Although there Is no historical evidence to support the
theory that he was one of the men responsible for the estab¬
lishment of a free public school system on the Island, there
ia considerable evidence to prove that he was responsible for
the excellent organization of that system*
His own writings support the fact that he was a fire be¬
liever in the common school, a practical education based on a
strong moral foundation, and the establishment of teacher
training institutions*
The comments of former pupils and the reports in the
Nantucket Inquirer offer proof of his ability as a teacher
and administrator*

It was because of his excellent work in

Nantucket that Horace Mann appointed him principal of the
Normal School at Lexington, Massachusetts*
Only one of tho preceding chapters mentions the work he
did In the Normal School*

For a complete account of his

remarkable accomplishments at that institution one should
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road the Harvard University publication of 1926.*
Today the Cyrus Peirce School In Nantucket stands on
the road to the South Shore not far from the house where he
began hla first private school*

It Is a visible monument

/

that Is the outward expression of the gratltute of the Nan¬
tucket people*

More enduring monuments are the Ideals of

education which he loft to these people, and the Teacher
Training Colleges In Massachusetts, the successors to that
noble experiment which he began at Lexington on July 9, 1839*

(1) Horton, Arthur, The First Normal .chool In America*
The Journals of Cyrus Pelroe and Mary Swift,
Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1926*
.
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APPENDIX I
EXCERPTS FROM THE JOURNAL OF CYRUS PEIRCE
The following are quotations from the Journal kept by
Cyrus Peirce while he was principal of the Nantucket High
School*
Aug* 1838*

The High School went into operation April 10

with 59 scholars) since which time* seven have been added*
making the present number nominally 70t

19 males and 61

females*
The Branches* which have been principally pursued in the
school* are Nat* Philosophy* Algebra* Geometry to which all
the scholars have attended* Latin* French* Pol* Economy* Mor*
Philosophy* Nat* History* Botany* and Bookkeeping* together
with composition* Declamation and Fonmak!ng***In regard to
Means and Measures* thus far those of mild character have
been found sufficient*
*

Great inconvenience has resulted from scholars not being
well acquainted with the Branches requisite for Admission*
particularly Eng* Grammar and Arithmetic*

The Experience of

the Teachers leads them to the opinion that there should be a
more strict examination in future for admission*
Again, to seoure the highest possible advantage, the
school should be more systematized* a period of continuance
and a course of study should be fixed on) and the whole school
should be classified accordingly*

To this point the principal

would call the attention of the School Committee*
In regard to punctuality of attendance* absences and in-
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terruptions have not been very freouent, though quite too
frequent for the most rapid Improvement*

Sickness la the

cause moat frequently assigned for it*
For nothing has this school been more remarkable than
for uniform propriety of conduct, in pupils both male and
female, both in study and in recess in the school room and
out of it*

During the four months and a half that the

school haa been in session, not an instance of quarreling
or strife, indecency, vulgarity or profanity among the pupils,
has been witnessed? not a complaint has been heard or any
unkindness manifested to the knowledge of the teachers*
There has been no disrespect to teachers and nothing like
settled or deliberate disregard to Law and Order*

and only

3 marks for imperfect conduct*
Aug* 31*

Examinational

quarter expires*

P* 3* About 30 scholars study French and half that
number Latin*
Sept* 2*

The Third quarter of the High School com¬

mences, having been already in session 4& months*
The character of the Examinations on the 30th is deemed
a pretty fair exhibition of the state of the school*

Moat

of the scholars were present and about 50 or 60 visitors*
This quarter it is proposed to devote more attention to
Hat* History, Physiology, Composition and Declamation,
Sept* 4*

This day a complaint was entered against my

boys for throwing stones against a neighboring building*
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the first Instance of its kind#
Sept# 6*

This day 13 applicants were examined and

5 admitted#
Oct# 13#

This day read the Regulations of the School

Committee to the School, and made comments by way of explan**
ation#
Martha Maoy left school to beoorae assistant in Mr#
Thompson’s private school - a good scholar - leaves with
high credit to herself, and much regret of the teachers#
Nov#

The School this term has been uniform, regular,

orderly and pleasant - only a single instance of irregu¬
larity has it been thought necessary to notice#

A large

majority of the pupils, it is believed, mean to bo very
scrupulous in points of order and conduct#

In regard to

studies, there seems to prevail in the sohool a good degree
of Interest, and during this term I think the scholars
have made good progress#
A course of Experimental Leoturea by the aid of the
apparatus has been commenced, is now in progress, and will
be concluded next term#
from ten to eleven#

A lecture is given every forenoon

In this exercise the pupils appear

much interested; and from it much benefit to the school may
be expected#
The several schools have now their recesses at different
hours#

Would it not be well for the committee to pass some

order in regard to this matter#

The present practice la
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attended with some inconvenience#
The whole number of scholars that entered the school
*

a

at the commencement of the Quarter is 74; nine have left;
one deceased*

Thirteen study Latin; 23 French and about

2/3 of the school study Moral Philosophy#

The rest of the

studies have been Algebra, Geometry, Botany, Nat* History,
Chemistry, Pol* Economy, Bookkeeping and Review of the
#

ordinary Branches - Declamation and Composition#
Deo* 3#

4th Quarter commences*

The character of the last Examination was a pretty fair
Exhibition of the schools in all things - excepting the 2nd
class in Latin*

Number of visitors present about 50*

Chiefly in other than Mathematical studies*
The studies for this term will be Reading, Orthography,
writing. Grammar with particular reference to Punctuation,
Globes, Nat# Philosophy, Algebra, Geometry, Arithmetic, Nat*
History, Chemistry, Pol* Economy, Mor# Philosophy, Physiol¬
ogy, French, Latin, Greek, Declamation and Composition*
Feb# 1B39*

All the Branches mentioned above have been

attended to this tana except Physiology*

In regard to this

Branch as being appropriate for the schoolroom, I have myself
no doubts

perhaps however the Committee would prefer to pass

some order in regard to it*
The progress of the school has been much retarded, I
think, by the lrre(5ulaI> attendance of scholars.

During 114

schools (slo) that I have kept this terra, there wore no less
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than 374 Instances of absence*
children to learn!

How can parents expect their

There have also been 3 extra holidays!

Besides, the day immediately succeeding a holiday, I have
uniformly observed, is of very little account in forwarding
school business#

Uhere I am to be teacher, I would prefer

that holidays should bo far and few between#

These things,

no doubt, the Committee will take into consideration when
making up their estimate of the character and condition of
the schools*
I would respectfully suggest to the Committee whether
some specific mark of censure and demerit should not be at¬
tached to those soholars who voluntarily absent themselves
from the Examination#
Feb# 25, 1839#
ation good*

It is beginning to bo fashionable#
Character of the last Quarterly Examin¬

Visitors present about 100t

Commence this term without an assistant#
Kay 10*

Miss lenhallow took her place in school as an

assistant#
In judging the condition and appearance of the School,
the Committee, it is presumed, will take into consideration
the fact, that the school for moat of the term has had but
one teacher

APPENDIX II
AN EXCERPT FROM THE ANNUAL REPORT OP HORACE MANN
The following excerpts are from the Second Annual Report
which Horace Mann read© to the Legislature of the State of
Massachusetts when he was Secretary of the Massachusetts Board
of Education*
In my circuit this year, Nantucket was the first place
visited*♦••When there, the previous season, there was but one
set of public schools for all children*

To them, only chll-

dren over the age of six years were admitted* and no public
provision existed for the education of those below*

During

the last year, the town has established two primary schools
for snail children, and also a school (os it is denominated
in the statute) for the benefit of all the inhabitants of the
twon*

To this last, pupils are admitted on passing an exam¬

ination In the branches raouired to be taught in the middle
or secondary schools*
perfect*

The organisation, therefore, is now

The small children aro provided for, by themselves*

This is an advantage which can hardly be overestimated*

For

the purpose of preserving order and silence in schools, com¬
posed of scholars of all ages, it becomes almost necessary
to practice a rigor of restraint and a severity of discipline
upon the small children, which is always injurious, and often
oruel*.* .Hence the importance of having such a gradation of
schools, in every place where it is practicable, as has been
V

lately established in Nantucket**•.Another point, of great
Importance to the schools, was well Illustrated In the change
at Nantucket*

«hen I was there In 1837, a private school was
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in operation* kept by one of the moat accomplished instruc¬
tors in the State****’*tien the arrangement* above referred to,
was made* this gentleman was employed by the town to keep the
town school****He carried with him* into the town school, most
of his former pupils*

And he now educates many others, who

could not afford the expense of the school.***In such oases,
the compensation of the teacher may not be quite as great****
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